
VERSION:1

new

See our complete kitchen  
range at www.IKEA.com.au

FAKTUM has a  

25-year guarantee.  

Find out more on p. 66.

Love your home

Kitchens

BROCHURE PRICES ARE VALID UNTIL 1 AUGUST 2010.
Applicable in NSW, VIC and QLD.

FAKTUM/ABSTRAKT kitchen see p. 3.
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RATIONELL waste sorting bin
Lid sold separately.

$10/ea
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A big family needs a great kitchen.  
Not a giant investment.

FAKTUM/APPLÅD/RUBRIK APPLÅD kitchen

$5322

FAKTUM kitchen have a 
25-year guarantee.  

Find out more on p. 66.

4

15m²
 

FAKTUM/APPLÅD/ 
RUBRIK APPLÅD kitchen

$5322
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 22.

FAKTUM kitchen with APPLÅD 
white doors/drawer fronts and 
RUBRIK APPLÅD yellow doors 
$5322/this combination What’s in 
the kitchen price? See p. 22. 
Includes: 4 base cabinets and 6 high 
cabinets. APPLÅD white doors in 
painted finish. RUBRIK APPLÅD 
yellow doors in painted finish. 
PERSONLIG ‘Custom Made’ laminate 
benchtop by Formica®. ATTEST 
stainless steel handles. 

5
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FAKTUM/TIDAHOLM kitchen

$5952
What’s in the kitchen price? 

See page 22.
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7DREAM KITCHENS

IKEA appliances match 
your kitchen and your 
everyday cooking 
needs
Complete your new kitchen with for 

IKEA® from Whirlpool® appliances. 

Choose from a wide range of 

appliances with smart solutions and in 

different designs – from ovens with 

different functions to suit your cooking 

style or integrated dishwashers to 

match your cabinet doors.

FAKTUM kitchen with TIDAHOLM oak doors/

drawer fronts, RUBRIK stainless steel 

drawer fronts and UTBY shelving unit $5952/

this combination What’s in the kitchen price? 
See p. 22. Includes: 3 high cabinets, 5 base 
cabinets, 3 wall cabinets and a shelving unit. 
TIDAHOLM doors/drawer fronts in lacquered solid 
oak/oak veneer. RUBRIK drawer fronts in 
stainless steel. NUMERÄR solid oak benchtop. 
TYDA stainless steel handles. 
ELDIG HOB 583S gas hob $790 5 burner gas 
cooktop featuring 4 crown wok burner, flame 
failure and cast iron trivets. W86xD51, H9cm. 
Stainless steel. 
LUFTIG HOO P80S canopy range hood $949 
3 speed fan. Ducted or recirculating air flow. 
Extraction rate 560m³/h. 2x20W halogen bulbs. 
Washable filter. W89.8xD50, H75.5–121.5cm. 
Tempered glass/stainless steel.
MUMSIG OBI C80S oven $750 8 functions. 
Programmable. Catalytic cleaning. Child lock. 
W59.5xD56.4, H59.5cm. Stainless steel. 
SNABB MBI A80S microwave oven $699 3D 
emission system. Steam cooking function. 
W59.5xD32, H34.7cm. Stainless steel.

See the complete range at your IKEA store. 

IKEA appliances are covered by Whirlpool’s 2-year 
manufacturer’s guarantee. For more details, 
speak to one of our kitchen specialist at your IKEA 
store.

MUMSIG OBI C80S oven 

$750

FAKTUM kitchen have a 
25-year guarantee.  

Find out more on p. 66.
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9.5m2
 

FAKTUM/LIDINGÖ kitchen

$4650
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 22.

CF: 92000-sbki05f VERSION:0TF: 92000-aue008
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LEFT PAGE:

FAKTUM kitchen with LIDINGÖ white doors/
drawer fronts and LIDINGÖ glass doors 
$4650/this combination What’s in the kitchen 
price? See p. 22. Includes: 1 high cabinet, 10 base 
cabinets and 3 wall cabinets. LIDINGÖ doors/
drawer fronts in painted finish and tempered glass 
doors. ANTIK brushed nickel-plated aluminium 
handles and knobs. Complete price includes ‘Ready 
Made’ PRÄGEL laminate benchtop. Shown here 
with PERSONLIG ‘Custom Made’ stone benchtops 

by Caesarstone® additional $2139. 
See the full range of PERSONLIG custom made 
benchtops by Caesarstone® at your IKEA store.
RINGSKÄR single-lever kitchen mixer tap 
$179 WELS 4 Star, 7.5L/min. Chrome-plated. 
H38cm. Stainless steel colour. 
LUFTIG HOO M80AN canopy range hood $659 
MUMSIG OBI M80 oven $810
For more information on appliances, see p. 52.

Made for everyday life. Tested accordingly.

DREAM KITCHENS

Cabinets, drawers & 
shelves To ensure they’re 
really durable we put the 
weight of enough dinner plates 
to feed your child’s football 
team on an 80cm wide shelf. 

Kitchen Fronts Breakfast, 
lunch and dinner. You open 
your cabinets many times 
each day. We hang 2kg on a 
door and then open and close 
it 200,000 times to ensure 
it stands years and years of 
everyday use.

Benchtops Your benchtop 
must stand hot plates and 
splashes of tomato sauce, so 
we drench it in water, oil and 
coffee and then we impact-test 
the top and edges to make 
sure they’re durable. 

Sinks If it’s one thing a sink 
has to put up with, it’s water. 
Stainless steel sinks are 
dipped into salt water to make 
sure there’s no corrosion. And 
ceramic sinks are tested so 
they don’t crack when you 
pour hot pasta water into 
them.

Taps You use the tap a lot – 
washing, pouring and rinsing. 
We test durability by turning 
it on and off 210,000 times. 
Then we switch from hot to 
cold another 140,000 times 
and make sure that there are 
no leaks.

Find out more about our 

guarantees on p. 66.i

RINGSKÄR single-lever 
kitchen mixer tap 

$179
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1110 DREAM KITCHENS

The right combination of lighting can 

make it easier to work in the kitchen.

Good task lighting, like bench space 

spotlights, helps you fillet that fish and 

the spotlights above the cabinet doors 

makes it easier to find what you need. 

Add lighting inside glass cabinets and 

light strips by the floor to help set the 

perfect cosy mood. General lighting, 

like pendants, tie it all together. A big 

change, with small means.

FAKTUM kitchen with ÄDEL white doors/
drawer fronts $4990/this combination What’s 
in the kitchen price? See p. 22. Includes: 1 high 
cabinet, 5 base cabinets and 9 wall cabinets. ÄDEL 
doors/drawer fronts in foil finish and tempered 
glass doors. PRÄGEL walnut effect laminate 
benchtop. LANSA stainless steel handles. 
DOMSJÖ 1-bowl sink $199 Fits cabinet frame 
min. 60cm wide. Porcelain. W53xD45, H18.3cm. 
Price includes ATLANT sink strainer which is 
displayed, priced and packed separately in store. 
ALSVIK single-lever kitchen mixer tap $129 
WELS 4 Star, 7.5L/min. Clear lacquered, brushed 
nickel-plated brass. 
MUMSIG OBI 185S OVEN $560 Stainless steel.
LUFTIG HOO 582S hood $199 Stainless steel. 
For more information on appliances, see p. 52. 
GRUNDTAL cabinet lighting $29.99/ea 
Adjustable track; for easy adjusting of correct 
illumination. Nickel-plated steel. Designer: Mikael 
Warnhammar. Bulb: Halogen GU4 Max 20W 
(included). Silver-colour. Used with ANSLUTA 
power supply cord $10/ea L350cm (sold 
separately).
GRUNDTAL countertop lighting, halogen 
$69/ea Steel and plastic. Designer: Mikael 
Warnhammar. Bulb: 3xHalogen G4 Max 10W 
(included). W55.5xD8, H2.5cm. White. Used with 
ANSLUTA power supply cord $10/ea L350cm 
(sold separately).   
GRUNDTAL spotlight $49.99/3pk Powder-
coated steel. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 
Bulb: 3 x Halogen G4 Max 10W (included). White.
FADO pendant downlighter $49.99 Shade of 
mouth blown glass; each shade is unique. 
Lacquered steel. Bulb: E27 Max 75W (sold 
separately). Ø25cm. White.

FAKTUM kitchen have a 
25-year guarantee.  

Find out more on p. 66.

GRUNDTAL cabinet lighting 

$39.99
/ea

6m2
 

FAKTUM/ÄDEL kitchen

$4990
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 22.
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1312 DREAM KITCHENS

Have the sink near the dishwasher, and 

the dishwasher near where the plates 

are kept. Ergonomics is just another 

way of saying everything is exactly 

where you expect and need it to be. 

The cooking flows naturally as pots are 

within reach and dry goods at the 

ready. Even your furry best friend has 

his bowl at snout height, ready to serve 

up his dry food.

FAKTUM kitchen with STÅT white doors/
drawer fronts and STÅT glass doors $7989/
this combination What’s in the kitchen price? 
See p. 22. Includes: 3 high cabinets, 9 base 
cabinets, 6 wall cabinets and kitchen island. STÅT 
doors/drawer fronts in painted finish and 
tempered glass doors. new PRÄGEL white 
marble effect laminate benchtop. GREJ brushed 
nickel-plated zinc handles, VÄRDE brushed 
nickel-plated aluminium knobs. 
STENSTORP kitchen island $599 Free-standing
kitchen island; easy to place where you want it 
in the kitchen. Bar stools with seat height 63cm 
fit in well with this kitchen island. Oiled solid 
oak, painted finish and stainless steel. Designer: 
Carina Bengs. L126xW79, H90cm. White. Also 
available separately.
BOHOLMEN 1 1/2 bowl sink with drainer 
$139 Fits cabinet frames min. 60cm wide. 
Reversible; can be used with the drainer to the 
right or left. Stainless steel. L90xD50, H18cm. 
Price includes ATLANT sink strainer which is 
priced, packed and displayed separately in store. 
RINGSKÄR single-lever kitchen mixer tap 
$179 WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. 
Chrome-plated brass. H38cm. 
STENSTORP wall shelf $70 5 hooks included; 
practical for hanging, e.g. kitchen utensils, mugs 
and pot holders. Painted finish. Designer: Carina 
Bengs. Max load 15kg. L120xD25, H20cm. White. 
STENSTORP wall shelf $50/ea 2 hooks 
included; practical for hanging, e.g. kitchen 
utensils, mugs and pot holders. Painted finish. 
Designer: Carina Bengs. Max load 10kg. 
L60xD25, H20cm. White.  
MUMSIG OBI M80AN oven $810 5 functions. 
Programmable. Child lock. W59.5xD56.4, 
H59.5cm. Anthracite. 
LUFTIG HOO M80AN canopy range hood 
$659 3 speed fan. Ducted or recirculating air 
flow. Extraction rate 400m3/h. 2x20W halogen 
bulbs. Washable filter. W59.9xD51.5, H81-113cm. 
Anthracite.

By installing the oven in a high 

cabinet you create a more 

ergonomic working height. 

Make sure there is benchspace 

next to it, for hot baking tins.

15m2
 

FAKTUM/STÅT kitchen

$7989
What’s in the kitchen price? 
See page 22.

STENSTORP wall shelf 

$70

FAKTUM kitchen have a 
25-year guarantee.  

Find out more on p. 66.
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When it’s smart, 
you can’t tell it’s 
small 
LEFT PAGE:

Sliding doors are great in small spaces, as they need no 
space to swing open. 
FAKTUM kitchen with NEXUS brown-black doors/

drawer fronts and new RUBRIK stainless steel 

doors $2592/this combination What’s in the kitchen 
price? See p. 22. Includes: 5 base cabinets and 4 wall 
cabinets and breakfast bar. NEXUS doors/drawer fronts in 
stained, clear lacquered oak veneer. RUBRIK doors in 
stainless steel. NUMERÄR brown-black laminate benchtop 
with aluminium effect edge. STRECKET aluminium 
handles.

BYGEL series Powder-coated steel. Silver-colour. 
Rail $3.99 Can also be used as a towel rail. Saves space 
on the worktop. L100cm. 
S-hooks $1.99/10pk H7cm. 
Container $1.99/ea Plastic. W13xD12, H12.5cm. 
Assorted colours.
GRUNDTAL spotlight $49.99/3pk Nickel-plated steel. 
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. Bulb: 3xHalogen G4 Max 
10W (included).

THIS PAGE:

1. Create more elbow room with shelves narrow enough to 
stay out of the way when there’s company but have just 
enough space to fit your favorite glassware.

MARGINAL wall shelf with retaining edge $60/ea 

1 edging strip included, which means that the wall shelf 
can be cut to desired length. Stained and clear lacquered 
oak veneer. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. Max. load 
15kg. W120xD18, H3.2cm. Brown-black. 

2. When you’ve only got one sink bowl, using a washing 
bowl along with a dish drainer is good way to use the 
space you got. This dish drainer fits right in the sink and 
when you’re done doing the dishes, it can be put in the 
bowl and stored away. 

BOHOLMEN washing-up bowl $19.99 Makes 
washing-up easier if you have one single sink bowl. 
Plastic. W30.5xD36, H21.5cm. 15L. Black. 
BOHOLMEN dish drainer $7.99 Holds big plates up to 
32cm in diameter as well. Plastic. W28xD36, H4.2cm. 
Black. 

DREAM KITCHENS

1

2

6m2
 

FAKTUM/NEXUS/RUBRIK kitchen

$2592
What’s in the kitchen price? 

See page 22.

BYGEL rail

$3.99

MARGINAL wall shelf

$60/ea

FAKTUM kitchen have a 
25-year guarantee.  

Find out more on p. 66.
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17DREAM KITCHENS

MARGINAL shelves can be cut 

to fit your not-so-standard 

space. The included edging 

strip covers the cut.

FAKTUM kitchen with ABSTRAKT white 

doors/drawer fronts $4271/this combination 

What’s in the kitchen price? See p. 22. Includes: 1 
high cabinet, 6 base cabinets and 3 wall cabinets. 
ABSTRAKT doors/drawer fronts in foil finish. 
new NUMERÄR black laminated benchtop with 
stainless steel effect edge. GLITTER brushed 
nickel-plated aluminium handles. 
MARGINAL wall shelf with retaining edge 

$60/ea 1 edging strip included, which means 
that the wall shelf can be cut to desired length. 
Foil finish. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. Max. 
load 15kg. W120xD18, H3.2cm. Stainless steel 
colour. 
GRUNDTAL series Stainless steel. Designer: 
Mikael Warnhammar. 
Spice rack $29.99 W32xD8, H46cm.  
Wall shelf $45/ea L80xD27, H20cm. 
Rail $21.99 L120cm. 
Rail $15.99 L80cm. 
Rail $9.99 L53cm. 
Cutlery stand $9.99/ea Plastic. 
W12.5xH23.2cm. White.  
S-hook $4.99/5pk H7cm.
S-hook $6.99/5pk H11cm. 
new FASTBO wall panel $35/ea Protects the 
wall against soiling and makes cleaning easy. Can 
be cut to desired size. High-pressure laminate. 
L59.8xW50.4cm. Stainless steel colour. Can not 
be used behind gas cooktops.
GRUNDTAL countertop light $69/ea Steel and 
plastic. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. Bulb: 
3xHalogen G4 Max 10W (included). W55.5xD8, 
H2.5cm. White. Used with ANSLUTA power 

supply cord $10/ea L350cm (sold separately). 

GRUNDTAL rail

$15.99
/ea

8m2
 

FAKTUM/ABSTRAKT kitchen

$4271
What’s in the kitchen price? 

See page 22.

new

Unflatten the walls
Wall organisers keep the things you use the 

most within easy reach. They put left-over 

wall space to work and make your kitchen 

even more efficient. Keep spices near the 

cooktop and bulky bowls and pots on open 

shelves. You can find more smart 

wall-organisers on page 40.

FAKTUM kitchen have a 
25-year guarantee.  

Find out more on p. 66.
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See more 
kitchen styles at  

www.IKEA.com.au/kitchen
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Available in your IKEA store or online at 

www.IKEA.com.au/kitchenplanner

There’s an easier way to plan your kitchen

What would your kitchen look like white? Now birch. Measure first and then start using the online IKEA 
Kitchen Planner and play around as much as you want. Move cabinets around, try out different layouts 

and where to put the sink. Do all the designing from home, then save and print your plan before you 
head for the IKEA store. Our kitchen specialists will offer tips and assist you in finalising your plan. 
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NEXUS birch veneer Tinted, clear 
lacquered birch veneer. 

Pick your style and see the price with  
the door you’ve chosen

CF: 92000-sbki14w VERSION:0TF: 92000-aue022
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Kitchen doors have a 
25-year guarantee. Find out 

more on p. 66.

  TRANSPORT

IKEA FAKTUM kitchen range is flat-packed so you can easily 
bring them home yourself, or if you need some assistance we 

can recommend a delivery service at reasonable rates.

  TAKE IT HOME TODAY

IKEA FAKTUM kitchen range is available at your IKEA store for 

you to take home today.

220 cm

What’s included  
in the price?
The IKEA kitchen total price 
includes frames, fronts, 
‘Ready Made’ benchtops, 
legs, plinths, cover panels, 
fitted interior fittings and 
knobs/handles. Price 
excludes sinks, taps, 
appliances, lighting and 
accessories. Unless stated 
otherwise. 

Line kitchens
On the line kitchens shown 
here, prices include PRÄGEL 
benchtops, KOSING handles 
and drawer dampers. Drawer 
dampers sold separately on 
HÄRLIG kitchens. 

LUFTIG/ELDIG/MUMSIG 
appliance cooking set 
$899/3pc White. See p. 52. 
Also available separately. See 
the complete range at your 
local IKEA store.  

FAKTUM/HÄRLIG
line kitchen

$999

APPLÅD white Polyester painted 
finish. 

$1399
APPLÅD black Polyester painted 
finish.  

$1419

$1584
NEXUS brown-black Stained, clear 
lacquered oak veneer. 

$1584

HÄRLIG white Melamine foil finish 
and polypropylene edge.

$999

NEXUS yellow-brown Stained, clear 
lacquered oak veneer. 

$1584
NEXUS brown Stained, clear 
lacquered oak veneer. 

$1584

ÄDEL white Foil finish.
Glass door available, see p. 25.

$1659

STÅT white Polyester painted finish.
Glass door available, see p. 25.

$1544

$1659
LIDINGÖ white Polyester painted 
finish. Glass door available, see p. 25.

TIDAHOLM oak Tinted, clear 
lacquered solid oak/oak veneer. Glass 
door available, see p. 25.

$1824

$1699 $1679$1679
ABSTRAKT red High-gloss foil finish 
and anodised aluminium edge. 

ABSTRAKT grey High-gloss foil 
finish. 

ABSTRAKT white High-gloss foil 
finish. 

new

$1929
SOLÄR beech Clear lacquered solid 
beech/beech veneer. Integrated 
handle.

ÄDEL birch Clear lacquered solid 
birch/birch veneer. Glass door 
available, see p. 25.

$1814 $1929
SOLÄR white Foil finish. Integrated 
handle.

ULRIKSDAL oak Clear lacquered 
solid oak. Glass door available, 
see p. 25.

$1929

FIND YOUR LOOK

newnew

new

new
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STÅT white glass door 
Polyester painted finish and 
tempered glass.  

LIDINGÖ white glass door 
Polyester painted finish and 
tempered glass. 

ULRIKSDAL oak glass door 
Clear lacquered solid oak and 

tempered glass. 

ÄDEL birch glass door 
Clear lacquered solid birch 
and tempered glass.

AVSIKT glass door 
Aluminium and tempered 

glass. 

RUBRIK APPLÅD orange 
door Polyester painted 

finish. 

RUBRIK white door 
Aluminium and tempered 

glass. 

RUBRIK stainless steel 
door Stainless steel. 

ÄDEL white glass door 
Foil finish and tempered 
glass. 

TIDAHOLM oak glass door 
Clear lacquered solid oak and 

tempered glass.

RUBRIK APPLÅD yellow 
door Polyester painted 

finish. 

RUBRIK green door 
Aluminium and tempered 

glass.

FIND YOUR LOOK

Change it up
There are even more doors to choose from to add to your personal style. Glass doors 

match with doors of the same name and give a preview of what’s inside. Accent doors 

strenghtens the style you have or adds a contrast.

Glass doors Accent doors
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8. ANTIK handle $14/2pk Clear lacquered 

brass-plated aluminium. Hole spacing: 96mm. 

9. ANTIK knob $8/2pk Clear lacquered 

brass-plated aluminium. Ø37mm. 

10. SIGNERA handle $12/2pk Powder-coated 

zinc. Hole spacing: 160mm. Black. 

11. SIGNERA knob $6/2pk Powder-coated zinc. 

Ø30mm. Black. 

12. STRECKET handle $6/2pk Anodised 

aluminium. Hole spacing: 25mm. 

13. new SNODD knob $6/2pk Clear lacquered 

and powder-coated zinc. Ø32mm. White/red. 

Also available in white/black.  

14. VÄRDE handle $14/2pk Clear lacquered, 

brushed nickel-plated aluminium. 

Hole spacing: 128mm. 

15. VÄRDE knobs $10/2pk Clear lacquered, 

brushed nickel-plated aluminium. Ø20mm. 

16. LINDSDAL handle $16/2pk Feldspar 

porcelain/nickel-plated steel. Hole spacing: 

128mm. White. 

17. LINDSDAL knob $10/2pk Feldspar porcelain/

nickel-plated steel. Ø30mm. White. 

18. METRIK handle $10/2pk Powder-coated 

aluminium. Hole spacing: 96mm. Black. 

19. new KLIPPIG handle $12/2pk Aluminium. 

Hole spacing: 96mm. 

20. new KLIPPIG handle $12/2pk Powder-

coated aluminium. Hole spacing: 96mm. White. 

21. LANSA handle $10/2pk Stainless steel. 

Hole spacing: 160mm.   

22. new SPÄNN handle $20/2pk Can hide 

unusable drilled holes. Clear lacquered, brushed 

nickel-plated zinc. Hole spacing: 224mm. 

Stainless steel colour. 

Match. Or mix.
Handles and knobs can be used to strenghten your kitchen style.  

It is an easy, low cost way to style and to make a change. No matter what 

look you choose, a good grip is always included.

1. METRIK handle $16/2pk Powder-coated 

aluminium. Hole spacing: 224mm. Black. 

2. ATTEST handle $12/2pk Stainless steel. 

Hole spacing: 224mm. 

3. new STRECKET handle $12/2pk Aluminium. 

Hole spacing: 160mm. Copper-colour.   

4. TYDA handle $22/2pk Stainless steel. 

Hole spacing: 320mm. 

5. VINNA handle $20/2pk Stainless steel. 

Hole spacing: 320mm. 

6. KOSING handle $5/6pk Powder-coated steel. 

Hole spacing: 128mm. Silver-colour.

7. KOSING knob $5/6pk Powder-coated 

magnesium. Ø20mm. Silver-colour.   

1
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10

12

14

16
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FIND YOUR LOOK

KOSING knob

$5/6pk

LANSA handle 

$10/2pk

new

new

KOSING handle 

$5/6pk

new
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The more bench space you’ve got,  
the easier the work

The benchspace is the most used area in the kitchen. 

Maximising it is key to making your kitchen a place where 

there is space for everyone, so you can catch up while 

cutting, chopping and slicing. First of all, plan for a big main 

workspace. Once you’ve got that sorted, it’s time to think 

about the important details that makes your kitchen even 

more effective – sink size, the right benchtop material, which 

space-saving wall organisers you want and what trolley you 

like the most.

LEFT PAGE:

FAKTUM kitchen with NEXUS birch veneer 

doors/drawer fronts $5127/this combination 

What’s in the kitchen price? See p. 22. Includes: 9 
base cabinets. NEXUS doors/drawer fronts in tinted 
clear lacquered birch veneer. new NUMERÄR 
black laminate benchtop with stainless steel effect 
edge. METRIK brushed nickel-plated aluminium 
handles.
new FASTBO wall panel $25/ea Reversible; 
solid colour on one side, pattern on the other for 
variation. Can be fastened to the wall; using an 
adhesive suitable for your wall. High-pressure 
laminate. Designer: Ellinor Portinson. 
L59.8xW50.4cm. Paisley pattern black/white. 
Can not be used behind gas cooktops.
GRUNDTAL spotlight $49.99/3pk Nickel-plated 
steel. Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 
Bulb: 3xHalogen G4 Max 10W (included).

Bench/Wall space

Benchtops p. 30

Sinks and sink organisers p. 34

Taps p. 36 

Wall panels and shelves p. 38

Wall organisers p. 40

Trolleys p. 42

FASTBO wall panel

$25/ea

new
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Benchtops
Benchtops are the tough guys of the kitchen. They face hot pots and sharp objects without 

fear. They handle oil spills. Still, they look nice. For years. Choose a Ready Made benchtop 

so you can take it home right away or choose a Custom Made benchtop when you want 

something specially fitted. Then pick the finish you like – laminate, stone or wood.

1
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9

13

15
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IKEA benchtops 

(except LAGAN) have a 

25-year guarantee. Find out 

more on p. 66.

Ready Made laminate benchtops 

A heat and scratch-resistant surface that comes in 

many easy-to-clean finishes. 

LAGAN
Laminate benchtop with post-formed edge. The benchtop can be  

cut to your desired length. Extra edging strip included. 

Thickness: 2.8cm.

Length cm: 220

Depth cm: 60.6

1. White $99

PRÄGEL
Laminate benchtop with post-formed edges. The benchtop can be  

cut to your desired length. Extra edging strip included. Available in 

6 different finishes. Thickness: 3.8cm.

2. new Walnut effect

3. new Wood effect white

4. White

5. new Marble effect white

6. Stone effect white

7. Stone effect black

Length cm: 126 186 246

Depth cm: 62 62 62 

$90 $115 $140

NUMERÄR
Laminate benchtop with square edges. The benchtop can be  cut 

to your desired length. Extra edging strip included. Available in 9 

different laminate finishes. Thickness: 3.8cm.

8. new White with stainless steel effect edge

9. new Black with stainless steel effect edge

10. new Stainless steel colour

11. Aluminium effect with aluminium effect edge

12. White with aluminium effect edge

13. White with wood effect edge

14. Dark grey with wood effect edge

15. Brown-black with aluminium effect edge

16. new Brown with aluminium effect edge

Length cm: 126 186 246

Depth cm: 62 62 62 

$180 $230 $280

Ready Made solid wood benchtops 

Solid wood is easy to maintain and work with. Our 

wood benchtops are pretreated with oil and 

scratches can be sanded out (then oiled again) for a 

durable worktop that ages beautifully.

LAGAN
Oiled solid beech benchtop with square edges. 

Thickness: 2.8cm.

Length cm: 126 246

Depth cm: 60.6 60.6 

17. Beech $180 $320

NUMERÄR
Oiled solid wood benchtop with round edges. 

Thickness: 3.8cm
18. Birch

19. Beech

20. Oak

Length cm: 126 186 246 186

Depth cm: 62 62 62 100

$300 $400 $500 $650

LAGAN benchtop

$99

new

new

new

newnew

new

new

NEED A HAND? WE OFFER A HOME DEL IVERY SERV ICE, P.  61.  BENCH SPACE
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65

87

109

1211

1413

1615

Stone benchtops
PERSONLIG custom made engineered stone benchtops 

are from CaesarStone®, the original quartz surface, comes 

with a 10 year limited warranty. The material is non-

porous, has high impact strength, resistant to stains, 

scratches, heat, mould, mildew and does not require 

resealing.

Material: 95% quartz, 5% resin and pigments. 

Available in two thicknesses: 20mm or 40mm.  

Front edge: Bevelled.

Maximum length: 3000mm before a joint is required

Maximum depth: 1225mm

Maximum overhang: 300mm if unsupported

1 Snow

2 Ice snow

3 new Latte

4 Almond rocca

5 new Walnut

6 Jet black

20mm thick

Depth in mm 50-400 401-620 621-900 901-1225

Price/m*       $300 $350 $500 $650

* Price includes all edges polished where requested.

40mm thick

Depth in mm 50-400 401-620 621-900 901-1225

Price/m**       $350 $400 $550 $700

 ** Price includes front edge polished only. Extra charges will apply for 

polishing of other edges where requested, $50/m. Additional charges will 

apply for mandatory service charge and other options such as 

cut-outs, joints and under mounted sinks. Service charge includes 

on-site measure, delivery and installation, only applicable to engineered 

stone benchtop range. For full details, visit your IKEA store.

Laminate benchtops
PERSONLIG custom made laminate benchtops are from 

Formica® and come with a 7 year limited warranty. All 

feature Formica® High Pressure Laminate surface; 

moisture resistant particle board substrate and Aquaban 

underside for increased moisture resistance. 

Choice of edge profile

10

10

Post formed edge on both edges – for a 

traditional look (round corners and curved end 

not available in this profile).

7 Flinders black

8 Amaretto stone

9 new Portico marble

10 new Lava stone

11 new Stainless steel

12 Velveteen

13 Polar white – gloss

14 Limed ash

15 new Metro wood

16 Straight grain wenge

10
Post formed upper edge – for a classic look  

(round corners and curved end not available in 

this profile).

Square edge for a contemporary look.

Benchtop thickness: 38mm

Maximum length: 3600mm

Maximum depth: 1225mm

Depth in mm 50-400 401-620 6 21-900 901-1225

Laminate, post formed 

edge/s on front side, 

38mm***

$120 $130 $200 $290

Laminate, square edge on 

front side, 38mm***

$130 $140 $210 $300

Laminate high-gloss, 

square edge on front side, 

38mm***

$150 $160 $230 $320

***Price includes front edged only. Extra charges will apply for other 
edges where requested. Additional charges will apply for other options 
such as joints and cut-outs. For full details, visit your IKEA store.

Custom made benchtops
One way to create an individual kitchen style is to design a PERSONLIG custom made 

benchtop. Choose from either engineered stone or laminate custom made benchtops 

tailored to your space. All materials are easy to clean and have excellent resistance to 

stain and moisture. There is also a variety of colours, patterned finishes and edge profiles. 

For more information on options, guarantees, prices, order process and services, speak to 

one of our kitchen specialists at your IKEA store. 
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LEFT PAGE:

BOHOLMEN 1 1/2-bowl sink with drainer $139  
See no 8.
BOHOLMEN colander $6.99 See no 11.
RINGSKÄR detergent dispenser $24.99 Chrome-plated  
brass dispenser and plastic container. H6cm. 

THIS PAGE:

1. LAGAN 1-bowl sink $65 Fits cabinet frames min. 
50cm wide. Stainless steel. Ø45, H15cm. 
2. new BREDSKÄR 1-bowl sink $349 Fits in cabinet 
frames 60cm wide. Stainless steel. L52xD46, H18cm. 
3. EMSEN 1-bowl sink $269 Fits cabinet frames min. 
80cm wide. Stainless steel. L80xD52, H21cm. 
4. BOHOLMEN 1-bowl sink $109 Fits in a 80cm wide 
cabinet frame. Stainless steel. L58xD50, H18cm. 
5. BOHOLMEN 1 1/2-bowl sink $129 Reversible. 
Fits cabinet frames min. 80cm wide. Stainless steel. 
L60xD50, H18cm. 
6. BOHOLMEN 1-bowl sink with drainer $99 
Reversible. Fits cabinet frames min. 50cm wide. 
Stainless steel. L70xD50, H18cm. 
7. BOHOLMEN 1-bowl sink with drainer $129 
Reversible. Fits cabinet frames min. 60cm wide. 
Stainless steel. L96xD50, H18cm. 
8. BOHOLMEN 1 1/2-bowl sink with drainer $139 
Reversible. Fits cabinet frames min. 60cm wide. 
Stainless steel. L90xD50, H18cm. 
9. BOHOLMEN 2-bowl sink with drainer $189 
Reversible. Fits cabinet frames min. 80cm wide. 
Stainless steel. L125xD50, H18cm. 
10. BOHOLMEN chopping board $8.99 To be placed on 
top of the bowl; provides extra work space on BOHOLMEN 
sink. Plastic. W27xD45.5cm. Black. 
11. BOHOLMEN colander $6.99 Fits in the bowl of 
BOHOLMEN sink; handled in order to rest safely on the 
sink bowl edge. Plastic. W17xD46, H8cm. Black. 
12. BOHOLMEN dish drainer $7.99 Holds big plates up 
to 32cm in diameter as well. Plastic. W28xD36, H4.2cm. 
Black. 
13. BOHOLMEN chopping board $24.99 To be placed 
on top of the bowl; provides extra work space on 
BOHOLMEN sink. Oiled solid beech. W33xD45, H2.5cm. 
14. BOHOLMEN washing-up bowl $19.99 Makes 
washing-up easier if you have one single sink bowl. 
Plastic. W30.5xD36, H21.5cm. Black. 
15. DOMSJÖ single-bowl inset sink $199 Fits cabinet 
frames min. 60cm wide. Porcelain. W53xD45, H18.3cm. 
16. DOMSJÖ double bowl $449 Fits cabinet frames min. 
80cm wide. Porcelain. W82.4xD64.1, H24.5cm. 
17. DOMSJÖ rinsing basket $34.99 Fits in DOMSJÖ sink 
bowl; rests on the sink bowl edge for easy rinsing. 
Stainless steel. L53xW19.5, H5cm. 
18. DOMSJÖ chopping board $29.99 Fits in DOMSJÖ 
sink bowl; rests on the sink bowl edge, thereby providing 
extra work space. Oiled solid beech. L53xW29, H2.5cm. 

Sink prices include ATLANT sink strainer which is 
displayed, priced and packed seprately in store.

34  BENCH SPACE

Stainless sinks
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BOHOLMEN sink organisers

DOMSJÖ sinks

10 11

13

12

14

15

DOMSJÖ sink organisers

17 18

Sinks and sink organisers
How much sink space do you need? You can go for one large single bowl – good for cleaning 

big pots and pans. Or choose a two bowl sink so you can use each separately. Most sinks can 

be reversed to get the working surface to the left or the right. And no matter if you prefer 

a stainless sink or porcelain, you can always add smart sink organisers to make your sink a 

practical part of the workzone – for rinsing, preparing, washing and drying.

IKEA sinks have a 25-year  
guarantee. (Except LAGAN)  

Find out more on p. 66. new

RINGSKÄR detergent dispenser blends 

in with your BOHOLMEN sink and keeps 

detergent close at hand.

BOHOLMEN 1-bowl 
sink with drainer

$99
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1. ALSVIK single-lever kitchen mixer tap $129 
WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. Nickel-plated brass. 

H35cm. 

2. LOVIKEN dual-control kitchen mixer tap 
$149/ea WELS 5 Star Rating, 5.5L/min. 

Powder-coated or chrome-plated brass. H22.5cm. 

Black, Chrome-plated. 

3. new TÄRNAN single-lever kitchen mixer 
tap/pull-out $119 WELS 4 Star Rating, 6.5L/min. 

Chrome-plated brass. H18cm. 

4. new TÄRNAN single-lever kitchen mixer 
tap $89 WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. 

Chrome-plated brass. H18cm. 

5. SUNDSVIK single-lever kitchen mixer tap 
$59 WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. Chrome-plated 

brass. H15.5cm. 

6. ELVERDAM single-lever kitchen tap with 
pull-out spout $249 WELS 4 Star Rating, 

7.5L/min. Nickel-plated brass. H40cm. 

7. BÅGVIK single-lever kitchen mixer tap with 
pull-out spout $199 WELS 4 Star Rating, 

7.5L/min. Chrome-plated brass. H42cm. 

8. LAGAN single-lever kitchen mixer tap 
$34.99 WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. 

Chrome-plated brass. H17.5cm. 

9. HJUVIK single-lever kitchen mixer tap with 
seperate handspray $399 WELS 4 Star Rating, 

7.5L/min. Nickel-plated brass. H45cm. 

10. RINGSKÄR single-lever kitchen mixer tap 
$179/ea WELS 4 Star Rating, 7.5L/min. Brass. 

H38cm. Stainless steel colour, Brass-colour, White, 

Chrome-plated. 

All kitchen taps have  

a 10-year guarantee  

(except LAGAN).  

Find out more on page 66.
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LAGAN single-lever kitchen 
mixer tap

$34.99

ALSVIK single-lever kitchen mixer tap

$129

Taps
The right tap is one that works for you and for your kitchen too. That’s why IKEA have taps 

with different functions - from easy to use single levers to pull out spouts for fast rinsing - 

and in different styles. All have a built-in water saving device, which adds more air to the 

water flow. The water pressure is just as hard and cleans plates just as well, only that less 

water is used. So, now you save a little water every time you turn on the tap.

7

BENCH SPACE

new

8
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Wall panels and shelves
Besides changing your kitchen’s style, wall panels make spots and splashes easier to clean. 

The panels are easy to mount – even over existing tiles – and easy to change too. 

Using MARGINAL shelves is another easy way to combine function and style. Cut them to 

suit the space you got and get easy access storage that match your kitchen doors too.

LEFT PAGE:

MARGINAL wall shelf with retaining edge $60/ea 

1 edging strip included, which means that the wall shelf 

can be cut to desired length. Foil finish. Designer: Mikael 
Warnhammar. Max. load 15kg. W120xD18cm. 
High-gloss red.  

new FASTBO wall panel $25/ea Reversible; solid 

colour on one side, pattern on the other for variation. Can 

be cut to desired size. High-pressure melamine laminate. 

L59xW50.4cm. Multicolour/orange. 

new FASTBO rail for wall panel $14.99/ea Can be 

cut to desired length. To be completed with FASTBO wall 

panel. Aluminium. L120cm.

THIS PAGE:

1–7 MARGINAL series 1 edging strip included, which 

means that the wall shelf can be cut to desired length. 

Designer: Mikael Warnhammar.  Max. load 15kg.

1. Wall shelf with retaining edge $50 Foil finish.
W120xD18cm. White.  
2. Wall shelf with retaining edge $50 Foil finish. 
W120xD18cm. Yellow. 
3. Wall shelf with retaining edge $60 Foil finish. 
W120xD18cm. High-gloss red. 
4. Wall shelf with retaining edge $60 Stained and 

lacquered oak veneer. W120xD18cm. Yellow-brown. 
5. Wall shelf with retaining edge $60 Stained and 

lacquered oak veneer. W120xD18cm. Brown-black. 
6. Wall shelf with retaining edge $60 Foil finish. 
W120xD18cm. Stainless steel colour. 
7. Wall shelf with retaining edge $50 Foil finish. 
W120xD18cm. Black. 
8–12. new FASTBO series Protects the wall against 

soiling and makes cleaning easy. Can be cut to desired 

size. High-pressure laminate. Designer: Ellinor Portinson. 
Can not be used behind gas cooktops.

8. Wall panel $25 Reversible; solid colour on one side, 

pattern on the other for variation. L59.8xW50.4cm. 
Multicolour/orange. 

9. Wall panel $25 Reversible; solid colour on one side, 

pattern on the other for variation. L59.8xW50.4cm. 
Mistletoe pattern white/red. 

10. Wall panel $25 Reversible; solid colour on one side, 

pattern on the other for variation. L59.8xW50.4cm.
Tile pattern black/black. 

11. Wall panel $25 Reversible; solid colour on one side, 

pattern on the other for variation. L59.8xW50.4cm. 
Paisley pattern black/white.  

12. Wall panel $35 L59.8xW50.4cm. 
Stainless steel colour.  

13. new FASTBO rail for wall panel $14.99 Can be 

cut to desired length. To be completed with FASTBO wall 

panel. Aluminium. L120cm.  

WALL SPACE38

Mounting your wall panels with 

FASTBO rails makes it easy to 

flip the panel and display the 

other side, giving your kitchen 

a new look. 

MARGINAL wall shelf 

$60/ea

new
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LEFT PAGE:

GRUNDTAL series Stainless steel. 

Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. 

Magnetic knife rack $16.99 L53cm.   

Container $6.99/3pk Plastic lid. Ø9.5, H3.7cm.   

Wall shelf $45 L80xD27, H20cm.   

Spice rack $29.99 W32xD8, H46cm.    

Rail $21.99 L120cm.  

S-hook $4.99/5pk H7cm.  

Wall rack/dish drainer $19.99 W30xD18, 

H22cm.   

Rail $9.99 L53cm.   

Cutlery stand $9.99/ea Plastic. W12.5xH23.2cm. 

White. 

THIS PAGE:

1. BYGEL series Powder-coated steel. 

Rail $3.99/ea L100cm. Silver-colour. 

Container $1.99/ea Plastic. Ø13, H13cm. 

Assorted colours. 

Wire basket $3.99 L33xW10, H10cm. Silver-

colour. 

Cutlery stand $3.49 L14xW11, H14cm. 

Silver-colour. 

S-hook $1.99/10pk H7cm. Silver-colour. 

2. KROKEN series Powder-coated steel. 

Designer: Tina Christensen. Black. 

Rail $8.99 L80cm.  

S-hook $2.99/5pk H7cm. 

Cutlery stand $4.99 Ø12.9, H25.5cm. 

Spice rack $15.99 W27.9xD9.5, H31cm. 

Kitchen roll holder $8.99 Ø11.6, H34.6cm.  

Dish drainer $19.99 W37.5×D29, H13.5cm.  

Magnetic knife rack $13.99 L50cm.  

3. ASKER series Designer: Sigga Heimis. 

Suspension rail $14.99 Anodised aluminium. 

L120cm. 

Suspension rail $9.99 Anodised aluminium. 

L60cm.

Container $11.99/ea Glazed stoneware. 

Ø12, H13cm. White. 

Hook $5.99/5pk Painted zinc. H8cm. 

Aluminium-colour.  

Kitchen roll holder $14.99 Anodised aluminium. 

W38xD11, H21cm. White.  

Magnetic knife rack $19.99 Anodised aluminium. 

L38cm. 

WALL SPACE

Wall organisers
If you want to find the chef’s knife fast, put it right in front of you. Wall organisers keep 

things close at hand for easy use and clears your benchtop too. And make great use of wall 

space that’s not being used.

GRUNDTAL rail

$9.99

ASKER container

$11.99/ea

BYGEL container

$1.99/ea
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4. BEKVÄM kitchen trolley $79 Solid wood; can 

be sanded and surface treated as required. Solid 

birch. L60xW50, H85cm. 

5. UTBY/VIKA HYTTAN kitchen island $479 
Adjustable legs; stands steady on both even and 

uneven surfaces. Stainless steel. Designer: Mikael 

Warnhammar. L120xD60, H94cm.

6. VÄRDE trolley $349 2 adjustable legs and 2 

legs with castors for easy mobility. Oiled and clear 

lacquered solid birch. Stainless steel. Designer: 

Mikael Warnhammar. L65xW50, H85cm. 

7. STENSTORP island $599 Free-standing 

kitchen island; easy to place where you want it in 

the kitchen. Bar stools with seat height 63cm fit in 
well with this kitchen island. Oiled solid oak, 

painted finish and stainless steel. Designer: Carina 
Bengs. L126xW79, H90cm. White. 

8. STENSTORP trolley $299 Oiled solid oak, 

painted finish and stainless steel. Designer: Carina 
Bengs. L79xW51, H90cm. White. 

9. UDDEN trolley $109 The trolley has 2 

adjustable legs and 2 legs with castors; easy to 

move and roll in under UDDEN console. Stainless 

and powder-coated steel. Designer: Ehlén 

Johansson. L54xW54, H83cm. Silver-colour.  

1. new VÄRDE shelving unit $390 Adjustable 

legs; stands steady on uneven surfaces too. Oiled 

and clear lacquered solid birch. Painted finish. 
Designer: Mikael Warnhammar. W146xD37, 

H90cm.

2. FLYTTA kitchen trolley $269 Lockable castors 

for high stability. Stainless steel. Designer: 

Nicholai Wiig Hansen. L98xW57, H86cm.

3. FÖRHÖJA kitchen trolley $179 Drawers pull 

out from two directions, for easy overview of and 

access to the contents. Oiled and clear lacquered 

solid birch. Designer: Nike Karlsson. L100xW43, 

H90cm.

BENCH SPACE

BEKVÄM kitchen trolley

$79

UDDEN kitchen trolley

$109

new

Trolleys and kitchen islands
These kitchen helpers magically make extra workspace and storage appear 

when you need it, which means more hands can help out. And if you choose 

a trolley with wheels you can easily move it to where you want to use it and 

roll it away when your work is done.
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FÖRHÖJA kitchen trolley

$179
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RATIONELL dividers Adjustable dividers; helps 

you organise the drawer space according to your 

own storage needs. Dimensioned for RATIONELL 

drawers. Plastic and aluminium.   

Divider for deep drawer, set of 8 $33.99 

Frame W80cm. 

Divider for drawer, set of 14 $37.99 

Frame W80cm.   

RATIONELL cutlery tray $39.99 The dividers are 

removable, allowing you to create larger 

compartments. Dimensioned for RATIONELL 

drawers. Frame W80cm. Clear lacquered solid 

beech. W71xD49, H6cm.

It’s the small things inside that make the big difference. The 

dividers, trays and boxes that make things easier to find in 

your drawers and cabinets. 

RATIONELL interior organisers help you organise the space 

inside drawers and cabinets. Each function – like drawer 

dividers and plate holders – is designed to give each thing 

you have a place of its own. With RATIONELL you can make 

room for all your pots in deep drawers near the cooking area 

and keep cutlery and utensils close at hand. 

Interior organisers

Cooking storage and  p. 46
storage organisers 

Waste management and  p. 50 
cleaning organisers 

A smart inside makes the outside 
look even better

RATIONELL divider for deep drawer, set of 8

$33.99
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Easy to find, easy to use
With RATIONELL interior organisers all your pots, pans, spices and utensils can get a home 

of their own, designed to suit each and every one of them, in your drawers and cabinets. 

And don’t forget to place things where you need them the most, within easy reach from 

the cooktop, oven and sink.

1. Making use of all the space you 
have got, like the inside of a cabinet 
door, this spice rack gives you an 
easy-to-reach overview.

RATIONELL VARIERA spice rack 

with 6 jars $19.99 Aluminium, 
plastic and glass. W36xD6, H11.5cm.

2. Go flat and line up your spice jars 
in this drawer insert, to keep them 
organised and ready to use.

RATIONELL insert for spice jars 

$9.99/ea To be placed in a drawer 
for storage of spices. Glass fibre 
reinforced polyester. W10xD49, 
H2cm. Mistletoe pattern/beige. 

3. Now it is easy to use all of your 
pots and pans, even the ones in the 
back. Just swing open the  
RATIONELL two-shelf carousel.

RATIONELL corner base cabinet 

carousel $150 Adjustable shelves; 
adapt spacing according to your 
personal storage needs. Melamine 
foil finish and steel. Max. shelf load 
12kg. Ø82, H6cm. Grey. 

2

3

4

4. Spices, pasta and flour – all of it 
needs air tight storage to stay fresh 
and tasty but the sizes of the jars 
differ. With boxes it is easier to 
group your food and containers in a 
way that works for you.

RATIONELL VARIERA series  

Box $7.99 Plastic. W29xD18, 
H10cm. Transparent. 
Box $19.99 Tinted birch veneer. 
W48xD24, H15cm.   
Box for vegetables $16.99 

Ventilated base. Tinted birch veneer. 
Designer: Ellinor Portinson. 
W24xD24, H15cm. 

5. Adjustable drawer dividers allow 
you to organise your drawer space to 
suit every spatula, spoon and whisk.

RATIONELL divider for drawer, 

set of 10 $29.99 Adjustable 
dividers; helps you organise the 
drawer space according to your own 
storage needs. Plastic and 
aluminium. Dimensioned for 
RATIONELL drawer. Frame W60cm. 

5

INTER IOR ORGANISERS

RATIONELL divider for drawer, set of 10

$29.99

RATIONELL VARIERA spice rack

$19.99
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1

Save space and speed up your kitchen
Having every thing in the right place is the secret behind a kitchen that works well. If your 

bowls, cutlery and plates are well organised, then your cabinet and drawer space will help 

save you time finding the things you need.

1. This foil-holder can be mounted at 

a user friendly height, plus it cuts 

the foil straight off.

RATIONELL VARIERA foil roll 

holder $16.99 Holder with cutting 

blade; easy to cut the foil straight 

into pieces of the right size. 

Anodised aluminium and plastic. 

L36.5xD5.5, H5cm. Grey. 

2. Pot lids tend to be missing when 

you need them. This rack keeps 

them handy and saves space too.

new RATIONELL VARIERA pot lid 

organiser $11.99 Stainless steel. 

L8.5–50xW14.5, H10cm. 

3. Ergonomic solutions, like swivel 

shelves, helps bringing heavy bowls 

and ceramics to you, instead of 

having you leaning deep into a 

corner cabinet.

RATIONELL corner base cabinet 

pull-out fitting $220 Adjustable 

shelves; adapt spacing according to 

your personal storage needs. 

Melamine foil finish and steel. Max 
shelf load 12kg. L105xW52, H6cm. 

Grey. 

2

3

4

4. Structure the space inside your 

cabinets to suit your stuff and make 

things easier to find, with the 
RATIONELL shelf insert.

RATIONELL VARIERA series 

Powder-coated steel. Makes the 

contents of the cabinet easy to 

overview and access.  

Shelf insert $4.99 W32xD13, 

H16cm. White.  

Shelf insert $7.99 W32xD28, 

H16cm. White. 

5. This plate holder keeps the plates 

safe in place, when they’re in the 

cabinet or drawer. And you can bring 

it out to fill it up after doing the 
dishes or when you’re about to set 

the table.

RATIONELL VARIERA plate holder 

$16.99 Can be placed in a deep 

drawer or on a shelf, or be put 

directly on the table. Stainless steel 

and clear lacquered solid beech. 

Designer: Nike Karlsson. 

W19–32xH20cm.

6. This wooden tray can be 

organised to suit the amount of 

cutlery you have. You can even add a 

knife tray to keep knives sharp.

RATIONELL cutlery tray $29.99 

The dividers are removable, allowing 

you to create larger compartments. 

Dimensioned for RATIONELL drawer. 

Frame W60cm. Clear lacquered solid 

beech. W51xD49, H6cm. 

65

RATIONELL VARIERA plate holder 

$16.99

new

INTER IOR ORGANISERS
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Placing a pull out solution by the sink for all the 

waste is really practical. No need to move around, 

just pull open and drop down.

new RATIONELL waste sorting system 

Rounded corners; easy to clean. Plastic. Designer: 

Marcus Arvonen.   

Waste sorting bin $20 Folding handles; keep the 

bin-liner in place and make the bin easy to carry. 

W27xL41, H37cm. 32L. 

Waste sorting bin $4 W15xL20, H16cm. 3L.

Waste sorting bin $10/ea Folding handles; keep 

the bin-liner in place and make the bin easy to 

carry. W21xL27, H37cm. 14L. 

Lid $2 Fits RATIONELL waste sorting bin 14L. 

W21xL26, H4cm. 

 

 

THIS PAGE:

1. Having a container for each type of waste is the 

easiest way to start sorting. Plus they’re  easier to 

empty too.

new RATIONELL waste sorting bin $24/3pk 

Rounded corners; easy to clean. May be combined 

with other waste sorting bins in the RATIONELL 

series. Plastic. Designer: Marcus Arvonen. 

W17xL34, H29cm. 12L. 

2. Keep all your cleaning supplies neatly organised 

in one place. This low pull-out cabinet holds it all 

and makes everything easy to reach.

RATIONELL pull-out interior fittings $195 

Pull-out interior fittings for cleaning products; 
make the contents easy to overview and access. 

Plastic. W30xD54, H119cm. Silver-colour. 

Cabinetry sold separately.

3. Keep your plastic bags handy in a space saving 

way.

RATIONELL VARIERA plastic bag dispenser 

$4.49 Ideal for storage of plastic bags, toilet/

kitchen rolls, gloves, socks, etc. Plastic. Designer: 

K Hagberg/M Hagberg. W16xD13, H45cm. Pink. 

new

new

RATIONELL VARIERA plastic 

bag dispenser 

$4.49

No time wasted
It’s easy to let out an agitated sigh when thinking about cleaning and waste sorting. But 

when everything is where it should be, from used milk cartons to your cleaning supplies,  

it takes less time and seems more like a small easy way to help out your home.

INTER IOR ORGANISERS
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FAKTUM kitchen with ABSTRAKT red doors/

drawer fronts $5755/this combination What’s 
in the price? See p. 22. Includes: 2 high cabinets, 5 
base cabinets and 2 wall cabinets. ABSTRAKT 
doors/drawer fronts in high-gloss foil finish. 
NUMERÄR laminate benchtop in stainless steel 
colour. PERSONLIG ‘Custom Made’ stone benchtop 
by CaesarStone®, shown on island, in ‘Snow’. 
VINNA stainless steel handles.
PRAKTFULL PRO series Stainless steel. 
PRO A80S cooker with gas hob $1495 
6 cooking functions and 5 burner gas cooktop 
featuring 3 crown wok burner. Cast iron trivets and 
flame failure. Triple glass door. Child lock. 
W90xD60, H85cm. 
PRO B80S extractor hood $890 3 speed fan. 
Ducted or recirculating air flow. Extraction rate 
380m3/h. 2x20W halogen bulbs. Washable filters. 
W89.8xD50, H89-123cm. 
SNABB MBI A80S microwave oven $699 
3D emission system. Steam cooking function. 
W59.5xD32, H34.7cm. Stainless steel. 

Appliances

Ovens, microwaves, cooker, p. 54 
dishwasher and fridge/freezer  

Range hoods and cooktops  p. 56

Appliances made to match your 
needs and our kitchens

When developing our appliances we have thought about your 

everyday kitchen needs and made a selection of appliances 

to make your cooking easier. 
 

To make the right choice, first consider what type of cook you 

are – an ambitious amateur or a pasta pro – and how often 

you cook. Then it will be easier to decide which chef-friendly 

functions match your cooking needs – from quick heat 

microwave ovens and ovens with pizza functions to gas and 

glass ceramic cooktops.

Our built-in appliances are also designed to match and fit 

IKEA kitchens to make the look just as smooth as the 

function. And they’re durable too, which is why they are 

covered by 2 year manufacturer’s guarantee in the low price. 

That way you can enjoy your kitchen everyday, for years to 

come. 

PRO A80S cooker

 

$1495
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Ovens, microwave ovens, cooker, 
fridge/freezer and dishwasher
Our ovens and microwave ovens have a number of functions for different needs – some 

can be programmed for preparing meals in advance and others have catalytic cleaning to 

help keep the oven clean. All of them can be built into FAKTUM cabinets, which makes it 

possible for you to place it at an ergonomic height. The dishwasher, with a 3 star water 

rating, is fully integrated, so you can choose a front that matches your kitchen doors.
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Ovens

Cooker

Microwave ovens

MUMSIG OBI 183W oven $540 

4 functions. Catalytic cleaning. 

W59.5xD56.5, H59.5cm. White. 

MUMSIG OBI C80S oven $750 

8 functions. Programmable. Catalytic 

cleaning. Child lock. W59.5xD56.4, 

H59.5cm. Stainless steel. 

MUMSIG OBI 185W oven $550 

5 functions. Catalytic cleaning.  

W59.5xD56.4, H59.5cm. White. 

MUMSIG OBI M80AN oven $810 

5 functions. Programmable. Catalytic 

cleaning. Child lock. W59.5xD56.4, 

H59.5cm. Anthracite. 

SNABB MBI A80AN microwave 

oven $799 3D emission system. 

Steam cooking function. 22L. 

W59.5xD32, H34.7cm. Anthracite. 

MUMSIG OBI 185S oven $560 

5 functions. Catalytic cleaning. 

W59.5xD56.5, H56.4cm. 

Stainless steel. 

MUMSIG OBI S80W oven $950 

8 functions. Programmable. Catalytic 

cleaning. Child lock. W59.5xD56.4, 

H59.5cm. White. 

SNABB MBI A80S microwave oven 

$699 3D emission system. Steam 

cooking function. 22L. W59.5xD32, 

H34.7cm. Stainless steel. 

PRAKTFULL PRO series Stainless steel. 

PRO A80 cooker with gas hob $1495 

6 cooking functions and 5 burner gas cooktop 

featuring 3 crown wok burner. Triple glass 

door. Child lock. W90xD60, H85cm. 

PRO B80 extractor hood $890 3 speed fan. 

Ducting or recirculating air flow. Extraction 
rate 380m³/h. 2 x 20W halogen bulbs. 

Washable filters. W89.8xD50, H89–123cm. 
PRO C00 splash-back $110 W89.5xH65cm. 

RENLIG DWH B80 dishwasher 

$950 WELS 3 star, 13.6L/Wash. 
2.5 Star Energy Rating. 5 washing 
programs, 12 place settings. Fully 
integrated, electronic dishwasher. 

Height adjustable upper rack. To fit 
60cm space. W59.7xD55.5, H82cm. 

Door, benchtop and plinth sold 

separately.

new FROSTIG CFS 380 fridge/

freezer $999 4.5 Star Energy Rating. 
410L. W70xD70, H166cm. 
Silver-colour. 

For more fridges visit your IKEA 
store.

Dishwasher

Fridge/Freezer

5554 APPLIANCES

RENLIG DWH B80 dishwasher

 

$950

new

MUMSIG 

OBI 183W oven

$540
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ELDIG HOB 280AN gas cooktop 

$480 4 burner gas cooktop with 

enamel trivets and flame failure. 
Electronic ignition. W58xD50, 
H4.1cm. Anthracite. 

ELDIG HOB 480B gas cooktop 

$590 4 burner gas cooktop with cast 

iron trivets and flame failure. 
Electronic ignition. Tempered glass. 
W58xD51, H4.9cm. Black. 

ELDIG HOB 482W cooktop $180 

4 element electric cooktop. Vitreous 
enamel. W58xD51, H4.1cm. White. 
Available in stainless steel $200.

ELDIG HOB 581S gas cooktop 

$400 4 burner gas cooktop featuring 
ultra rapid burner and Irontech 

trivets. Practical electronic ignition; 
no matches needed. W59xD51, 
H9cm. Stainless steel. 

ELDIG HOB 583S gas cooktop 

$790 5 burner gas cooktop featuring 
4 crown wok burner, flame failure and 
cast iron trivets. Electronic ignition. 
W86xD51, H9cm. Stainless steel. 

Cooktops

Range hoods

LUFTIG HOO 582S slide out range 

hood $199 2 speed fan. Ducted or 
recirculating air flow. Extraction rate 
340m³/h. 2 x 40W lights. Washable 
filter. W60xD34, H17.5cm. Stainless 
steel. Available in white $189

LUFTIG HOO M80AN canopy range 

hood $659 3 speed fan. Ducted or 
recirculating air flow. Extraction rate 
400m³/h. 2 x 20W halogen bulbs. 
Washable filter. W59.5xD51.5, 
H81–113cm. Anthracite. 

LUFTIG HOO 180S compact range 

hood $189 3 speed fan. Ducted or 
recirculating air flow. Extraction rate 
340m³/h. 2 x 40W lights. Washable 
filter. W59.9xD51.1, H13cm. 
Stainless steel. 

LUFTIG HOO E80S canopy range 

hood $599 3 speed fan. Ducted or 
recirculating air flow. Extraction rate 
400m³/h. 2 x 20W halogen bulbs. 
Washable filter. Integrated spice rack.
W59.5xD49, H79–105cm. 
Stainless steel. 

LUFTIG HOO P80S canopy range 

hood $949 3 speed fan. Ducted or 
recirculating air flow. Extraction rate 
560m³/h. 2 x 20W halogen bulbs. 
Washable filter. W89.8xD50, 
H75.5–121.5cm. Tempered glass/
stainless steel. 

LUFTIG HOO 180W compact range 

hood $179 3 speed fan. Ducted or 
recirculating air flow. Extraction rate 
340m³/h. 2 x 40W lights. Washable 
filter. W59.9xD51.1, H13cm. White.

ELDIG HOB 581W gas cooktop 

$360 4 burner gas cooktop featuring 
ultra rapid burner and Irontech 

trivets. Practical electronic ignition; 
no matches needed. W59xD51, 
H9cm. White. 

ELDIG HOB 582S gas cooktop 

$440 4 burner gas cooktop featuring 
4 crown wok burner, flame failure and 
Irontech trivets. Electronic ignition. 
W59xD50, H9cm. Stainless steel. 

ELDIG HOB 681S glass ceramic 

cooktop $490 Glass cermanic 

electric cooktop with 4 Quick Start 
cook zone. Restheat indicator light for 
increased safety. W58xD51, H4.8cm. 
Stainless steel trim.

APPLIANCES

Range hoods and cooktops
Our cooktops come in a range of functions and designs. Glass ceramic cooktops 
offer even heating and are easy to clean. Gas cooktops are instantly responsive 
and some have automatic shut-off safety valves. Our hoods efficiently remove food 
odour and steam and come in a variety of designs, coordinated with the cooktops. 

Choose between wall-mounted canopy range hoods or built-in range hoods. And 

remember,  the larger your kitchen, the higher the extraction rate of the hood 

should be.

LUFTIG HOO M80AN canopy range hood

$659

new LUFTIG HOO 483S canopy 

range hood $389 3 speed fan. 
Ducted or recirculating air flow. 
Extraction rate 631m³/h. 2 x 40W 
halogen bulbs. W89.9xD51.5, 
H91–131cm. Stainless steel.

new LUFTIG HOO 482S canopy 

range hood $369 3 speed fan. 
Ducted or recirculating air flow. 
Extraction rate 616m³/h. 2 x 40W 
halogen bulbs. W59.9xD50, 
H71–158cm. Stainless steel. 

LUFTIG HOO 180W 

compact range hood

$179

LUFTIG HOO 482S 

canopy range hood

$369

new

ELDIG HOB 681S 

glass ceramic cooktop

$490
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Planning tools

How to plan and buy p. 58

Choose your services p. 61 

FAKTUM cabinets buying guide p. 62

Guarantees p. 66

1 Get inspired
Can you get your kitchen in oak? Or in 

yellow? Go to www.IKEA.com.au/kitchen 

and spend some time browsing through 

kitchens in different styles.

5  Decide how much  
help you want
An IKEA kitchen is constructed so you can 

easily assemble and install it yourself to 

save money. But if you want, we can help 

out with delivery, assembly and installation 

at reasonable fees. We can help you with 

financing too. For more details, contact the 

kitchen planning specialists in your local 

IKEA store.  

2  Measure your space
Almost all kitchen spaces have an awkward 

corner. But if you measure first, almost 

everything can be sorted out. If you need 

help measuring, just contact your local 

IKEA store and we’ll help you get the 

measuring done right at a low cost.

3 Start planning
Use the free 3D planner at 

www.ikea.com.au/kitchenplanner or use 

the paper punch-outs (available in store), 

fill in your measurements and start 

visualising your ideas. When planning your 

kitchen, make sure there is a big main 

workspace and then consider your storage 

needs and which appliances you want. 

Using the kitchen planner, you can save all 

your ideas on our website and go through 

them again with our in-store kitchen 

specialists.

How to buy your new IKEA kitchen

4  Finalise your solution
When your plan is set, including storage 

and your choice of appliances, it is time 

to complete your kitchen. Things like wall 

organisers and trolleys add both function 

and style. And don’t forget lighting, to 

make your kitchen look good and work 

well. 
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PL ANNING TOOLS

How to plan your new IKEA kitchen

Getting the  
work zones right

Measuring is 
the first step

Once you have the measurements, plug 

them into the kitchen planner at  

www.IKEA.com.au/kitchenplanner and play 

around to see what’s possible.

WASHING 
ZONE

STORAGE 
ZONE

COOKING  
ZONE

THE WORK TRIANGLE

Start with measuring from floor to ceiling, from wall 

to wall and from the corners to doors.

Then, measure the size of your windows and doors, 

plus the distance to the ceiling, the corners and 

the floor. It’s also a good idea to mark onto your 

drawing the space that doors and windows need to 

open.

Finally, mark the placements of the existing 

electrical outlets, switches, water pipes, gas 

connections and radiators.

To create a natural workflow in your kitchen you can divide 

it into three main work zones – for cooking, storing and 

washing. Placing them right is crucial to get an ergonomic 

working triangle, where everything is within reach.

For storing, make sure you have enough storage for all the 

food – both for dry goods and in the fridge. A benchtop 

nearby your high cabinets and fridge makes it easier to 

unpack shopping bags. The sink is good to place between 

hob and fridge, so you can prepare food and wash dishes 

easily. As for the cooking zone, place the hob near the sink 

for easy access to water so you avoid crossing the kitchen 

with hot pots and pans.

Having enough benchspace is crucial for making your 

kitchen work well. It is where you bake, chop, mix, stir...  

A rule of thumb is to have a main workspace that is at least 

80cm wide. Preferably it is placed between cooktop and sink, 

but it can be located on a kitchen island too. In addition, it is 

good to have workspace on each side of sink and cooktop – 

for putting away dishes to dry and for bowls and pots.

6160
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Measuring 

You do it 
A crucial part of the kitchen buying process, measuring 

not only allows you to check that your chosen kitchen 

will fit and see what changes need to be made, it 

ensures the success of your installation. See p. 60 for 

step-by-step instructions or log onto  

www.IKEA.com.au/kitchen to see our complete kitchen 

guide and measurement instructions.

You do it with help 
If you require assistance in measuring your kitchen, 

that can be organised quickly with a reputable and 

professional installation company. One of the installation 

project managers can visit your home and measure the 

room, positioning of windows and doors, check the walls 

and position of all service connections and transfer all of 

the information to an IKEA kitchen planning file.  

Visit www.IKEA.com.au/kitchen and follow the link to 

kitchen installation or inquire at your local IKEA store.

Installation 

You do it
IKEA kitchens are specifically designed to be easily 

assembled and installed. But so that you aren’t left 

scratching your head we’ve produced a self-installation 

booklet, available in store.

You do it with help
The installation service is based on an à la carte menu, 

simply meaning you order the services you require help 

with, which can include:

•  demolition and removal of your old kitchen 
•  cabinet assembly and installation
•  benchtop cutting and installation
•  installation of sinks, taps and appliances
•  connection to electricity, gas and water
•  plus carpentry, flooring and tiling services

Prices for all services can be viewed online at  

www.IKEA.com.au/kitchen and follow the link to kitchen  

installation or phone 1300 799 289

Home delivery

You do it 
All IKEA kitchens are flat-packed for easy transport so 

your own vehicle may be adequate. If you do need help 

getting your IKEA kitchen home, prompt delivery at 

reasonable rates is easy to arrange. At IKEA, delivery 

is never included in the price of your furniture but 

is available if you need it from a professional home 

delivery company at reasonable rates.

Inquire in store or at www.IKEA.com.au/kitchen

Payment options

At IKEA stores you can pay the way that best suits you. 

We accept cash, EFTPOS, Visa, Mastercard, Personal 

cheques (with proper ID), a finance option and of course 

IKEA Gift Cards. For more information regarding our 

Finance Option, please see your local IKEA store.

Choose your services
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6362 PL ANNING TOOLS

FAKTUM cabinet buying guide
Base cabinets Height 70cm, depth 60cm incl. door, unless otherwise stated.
Cabinet height 86cm incl. plinth. Prices include frame, fronts, hinges, shelves, drawers, drawer dampers, wire baskets, pull-out fittings and carousels 
where shown. Legs, plinths, knobs/handles, benchtops, cover panels and appliances sold separately. Drawer dampers sold separately on HÄRLIG 
combinations. RUBRIK glass doors include handles. 

 *Also available in 37cm. deep. When using faktum legs, holes need to be drilled. **Can be complete with RATIONELL bins for practical waste sorting. The bins are 
designed to suit the width of the cabinets and different types of waste sorting. 

 For more information see RATIONELL buying guide for waste sorting.

The complete range available 
at your IKEA store.

With 2 shelves With 2 shelves For sink unit For sink 
unit, 

2 drawers

For sink 
unit,

2 drawers

For waste 
sorting**

For sink 
unit/waste 
sorting**

For 
DOMSJÖ  
double 
sink

With 3 drawers With 5 drawers With pull-out larder With 2 wire baskets With drawer and 2 
shelves

For oven,  
1 drawer

Corner cabinet 
with pull-out 
fitting 

Corner  
cabinet with  

carousel

To be completed with either 
plinths/legs or visible legs.

     

Width in cm 30 40 60 60 80 50 60 80 60 80 40 60 80 40 60 80 40 60 30 40 50 40 60 60 80 60 120x60 90x90

Cabinet number (code) FA 100* FA 101* FA 103* FA 104* FA 105* FA 106 FA 107 FA 109 FA 139 FA 141 FA 160 FA 161 FA 110 FA 111* FA 112* FA 113* FA 114* FA 115* FA 116 FA 117* FA 118 FA 130 FA 132 FA 124* FA 138* FA 122 FA 157 FA 159

HÄRLIG white $65 $80 $120 $120 $155 $80 $95 $125 $255 $360 $200 $200 $125 $240 $335 $430 $275 $405 $200 $245 $295 $145 $215 $185 $250 $109 $410 $350

APPLÅD black $80 $100 $150 $150 $195 $105 $125 $165 $300 $420 $250 $245 $165 $300 $410 $520 $355 $495 $245 $295 $350 $165 $245 $240 $320 $129 $440 $380

APPLÅD white $80 $100 $150 $150 $195 $105 $125 $165 $300 $420 $250 $245 $165 $300 $410 $520 $355 $495 $245 $295 $350 $165 $245 $240 $320 $129 $440 $380

RUBRIK APPLÅD orange, yellow — $100 $150 — $195 — $125 $165 — — — — — — — — — — — $295 — $165 $245 — — — $440 —

NEXUS birch, brown $95 $115 $165 $180 $225 $120 $140 $195 $320 $440 $270 $265 $195 $320 $430 $540 $370 $510 $260 $310 $365 $180 $260 $260 $355 $134 $455 $410

NEXUS brown-black, yellow-brown $95 $115 $165 $180 $225 $120 $140 $195 $320 $440 $270 $265 $195 $320 $430 $540 $370 $510 $260 $310 $365 $180 $260 $260 $355 $134 $455 $410

STÅT white $95 $115 $165 $180 $225 $120 $140 $195 $320 $440 $270 $265 $195 $320 $430 $540 $370 $510 $260 $310 $365 $180 $260 $260 $355 $134 $455 $410

ABSTRAKT grey $110 $130 $180 $210 $255 $135 $155 $225 $340 $460 $290 $285 $225 $340 $450 $560 $385 $525 $275 $325 $380 $195 $275 $280 $390 $139 $470 $440

ABSTRAKT red $110 $130 $180 $210 $255 $135 $155 $225 $340 $460 $290 $285 $225 $340 $450 $560 $385 $525 $275 $325 $380 $195 $275 $280 $390 $139 $470 $440

ABSTRAKT white $110 $130 $180 $210 $255 $135 $155 $225 $340 $460 $290 $285 $225 $340 $450 $560 $385 $525 $275 $325 $380 $195 $275 $280 $390 $139 $470 $440

ÄDEL white $110 $130 $180 $210 $255 $135 $155 $225 $340 $460 $290 $285 $225 $340 $450 $560 $385 $525 $275 $325 $380 $195 $275 $280 $390 $139 $470 $440

LIDINGÖ white $110 $130 $180 $210 $255 $135 $155 $225 $340 $460 $290 $285 $225 $340 $450 $560 $385 $525 $275 $325 $380 $195 $275 $280 $390 $139 $470 $440

RUBRIK stainless steel $110 $130 $180 $210 $255 — $155 $225 $340 $460 — $285 — — $450 $560 $385 — $275 $325 — $195 $275 $280 — $139 $470 $440

ÄDEL birch $125 $145 $195 $240 $285 $150 $170 $255 $360 $480 $310 $305 $255 $360 $470 $580 $400 $540 $290 $340 $395 $210 $290 $300 $425 $144 $485 $470

RUBRIK coloured glass/aluminium — $145 $195 — $285 — $170 $255 — — — — — — — — — — — — — $210 $290 — — — $485 —

RUBRIK copper effect — $145 $195 — $285 — $170 $255 — — — — — — — — — — — $340 — $210 $290 — — — $485 —

TIDAHOLM oak $125 $145 $195 $240 $285 $150 $170 $255 $365 $485 $315 $310 $255 $365 $475 $585 $415 $555 $290 $340 $395 $210 $290 $305 $430 $149 $485 $470

SOLÄR beech $140 $160 $210 $270 $315 $165 $185 $285 $380 $500 $330 $325 $285 $380 $490 $600 $415 $555 $305 $355 $410 $225 $305 $320 $460 $149 $500 $500

SOLÄR white $140 $160 $210 $270 $315 $165 $185 $285 $380 $500 $330 $325 $285 $380 $490 $600 $415 $555 $305 $355 $410 $225 $305 $320 $460 $149 $500 $500

ULRIKSDAL oak $140 $160 $210 $270 $315 $165 $185 $285 $380 $500 $330 $325 $285 $380 $490 $600 $415 $555 $305 $355 $410 $225 $305 $320 $460 $149 $500 $500

FRAME ONLY $40 $45 $65 $65 $85 $55 $65 $85 $65 $85 $45 $65 $85 $45 $65 $85 $45 $65 $40 $45 $55 $45 $65 $65 $85 $65 $160 $170

QUANTITY/TOTAL

Wall cabinets Depth 37cm, incl. door, unless otherwise stated.
Prices include frame, doors, hinges, dish drainer, carousel and shelves where shown. Knobs/handles, cover panel and appliances sold separately. 
Wall cabinets with glass doors have tempered glass shelves. RUBRIK glass doors include handles.

With 2 shelves With 2 shelves Corner 
cabinet, 
D52cm

For 
micro-
wave 
oven

With 2 shelves With 2 shelves Corner 
cabinet,  
D52cm

For 
microwave 

oven

With sliding doors Horizontal 
wall cabinet***

Horizontal wall 
cabinet with 

glass door***

With glass door 
and  

2 glass shelves

With glass door 
and 

2 glass shelves

With glass doors 
and  

2 glass shelves

With glass doors 
and   

2 glass shelves

Fan cabinet With dish 
drainer

With dish 
drainer 
and 1 
shelf

  

Width x Height in cm 30x70 40x70 50x70 60x70 60x70 80x70 60/60x70 60x70 30x92 40x92 50x92 60x92 60x92 80x92 60/60x92 60x92 120x70 120x92 70x40 92x40 70x40 92x40 30x70 40x70 30x92 40x92 60x70 80x70 60x92 80x92 60x35 60x57 60x70 60x92

Cabinet number (code) FA 300 FA 301 FA 302 FA 303 FA 304 FA 305 FA 306 FA 307 FA 308 FA 309 FA 310 FA 311 FA 312 FA 313 FA 314 FA 315 FA 348 FA 349 FA 324 FA 325 FA 326 FA 327 FA 316 FA 317 FA 328 FA 329 FA 320 FA 321 FA 332 FA 333 FA 336 FA 337 FA 342 FA 344

HÄRLIG white $50 $60 $80 $100 $100 $135 $165 $90 $90 $100 $120 $140 $155 $190 $205 $120 $330 $430 $110 $150 — — — — — — — — — — $50 $70 $150 $225

APPLÅD black $65 $80 $105 $130 $130 $175 $170 $110 $115 $130 $155 $180 $205 $250 $220 $150 $390 $510 $130 $180 — — — — — — — — — — $70 $100 $180 $275

APPLÅD white $65 $80 $105 $130 $130 $175 $170 $110 $115 $130 $155 $180 $205 $250 $220 $150 $390 $510 $130 $180 — — — — — — — — — — $70 $100 $180 $275

RUBRIK APPLÅD orange, yellow — $80 — $130 — $175 — — — $130 — $180 — $250 — — $390 $510 $130 $180 — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

AVSIKT frosted glass/aluminium — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — $175 $225 $105 $125 $155 $175 $210 $260 $285 $335 — — — —

NEXUS birch, brown $80 $95 $120 $145 $160 $205 $185 $125 $130 $145 $170 $195 $235 $280 $235 $165 $420 $540 $145 $195 — — — — — — — — — — $85 $115 $210 $305

NEXUS brown-black, yellow-brown $80 $95 $120 $145 $160 $205 $185 $125 $130 $145 $170 $195 $235 $280 $235 $165 $420 $540 $145 $195 — — — — — — — — — — $85 $115 $210 $305

STÅT white $80 $95 $120 $145 $160 $205 $185 $125 $130 $145 $170 $195 $235 $280 $235 $165 $420 $540 $145 $195 $165 $215 $105 $125 $155 $175 $210 $260 $285 $335 $85 $115 $210 $305

ABSTRAKT grey $95 $110 $135 $160 $190 $235 $200 $140 $145 $160 $185 $210 $265 $310 $250 $180 $450 $570 $160 $210 — — — — — — — — — — $100 $130 $240 $335

ABSTRAKT red $95 $110 $135 $160 $190 $235 $200 $140 $145 $160 $185 $210 $265 $310 $250 $180 $450 $570 $160 $210 — — — — — — — — — — $100 $130 $240 $335

ABSTRAKT white $95 $110 $135 $160 $190 $235 $200 $140 $145 $160 $185 $210 $265 $310 $250 $180 $450 $570 $160 $210 — — — — — — — — — — $100 $130 $240 $335

ÄDEL white $95 $110 $135 $160 $190 $235 $200 $140 $145 $160 $185 $210 $265 $310 $250 $180 $450 $570 $160 $210 $185 $235 $120 $145 $180 $195 $240 $300 $335 $375 $100 $130 $240 $335

LIDINGÖ white $95 $110 $135 $160 $190 $235 $200 $140 $145 $160 $185 $210 $265 $310 $250 $180 $450 $570 $160 $210 $185 $235 $120 $145 $180 $195 $240 $300 $335 $375 $100 $130 $240 $335

RUBRIK stainless steel $95 $110 — $160 $190 $235 $200 $140 — — — $210 — — $250 $180 $450 $570 $160 — — — — — — — — — — — $100 $130 $240 —

ÄDEL birch $110 $125 $150 $175 $220 $265 $215 $155 $160 $175 $200 $225 $295 $340 $265 $195 $480 $600 $175 $225 $210 $270 $145 $170 $205 $230 $290 $350 $385 $445 $115 $145 $270 $365

RUBRIK coloured glass/aluminium — $125 — $175 — $265 — — — $175 — $225 — $340 — — $480 $600 $175 $225 — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

RUBRIK copper effect — $125 — $175 — $265 — — — $175 — $225 — $340 — — $480 $600 $175 $225 — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

TIDAHOLM oak $110 $125 $150 $175 $220 $265 $215 $155 $160 $175 $200 $225 $295 $340 $265 $195 $480 $600 $175 $225 $210 $270 $145 $170 $205 $230 $290 $350 $385 $445 $115 $145 $270 $365

SOLÄR beech $125 $140 $165 $190 $250 $295 $230 $170 $175 $190 $215 $240 $325 $370 $280 $210 — — $190 $240 — — — — — — — — — — $130 $160 $300 $395

SOLÄR white $125 $140 $165 $190 $250 $295 $230 $170 $175 $190 $215 $240 $325 $370 $280 $210 — — $190 $240 — — — — — — — — — — $130 $160 $300 $395

ULRIKSDAL oak $125 $140 $165 $190 $250 $295 $230 $170 $175 $190 $215 $240 $325 $370 $280 $210 — — $190 $240 $235 $290 $170 $195 $230 $250 $340 $400 $435 $485 $130 $160 $300 $395

FRAME ONLY $25 $30 $40 $50 $50 $70 $110 $50 $50 $55 $65 $75 $75 $95 $135 $75 $100 $150 $100 $125 $100 $125 $25 $30 $50 $55 $50 $70 $75 $95 $30 $45 $50 $75

QUANTITY/TOTAL

*** The horizontal wall cabinet includes a glass shelf and has a door lift with catch; stays in an open position and closes slowly and gently. The door opens at 107°.
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6564 PL ANNING TOOLS

The complete range 
available at your IKEA store.

With 4 shelves With 5 shelves With pull-out larder 
and 2 wire baskets

With pull-out larder 
and 2 wire baskets

With pull-out  
cleaning storage

With 5 drawers and 
1 wire basket

With 4 drawers and 
2 wire baskets

With  
sliding 
doors

With 4 shelves 
D37cm

With 5 drawers and  
2 shelves, D37cm

For oven For microwave oven and oven

To be completed with either 
plinths/legs or visible legs.

WidthxHeight in cm incl. plinth 40x211 60x211 40x233 60x233 40x211 60x211 40x233 60x233 40x211 40x233 40x211 60x211 40x233 60x233 120x211 40x211 60x211 80x211 40x211 60x211 80x211 60x141* 60x211 60x211 60x233 60x233 60x211 60x211 60x233 60x233

Cabinet number (code) FA 506 FA 507 FA 510 FA 511 FA 528 FA 529 FA 530 FA 531 FA 519 FA 520 FA 524 FA 525 FA 526 FA 527 FA 533 FA 500 FA 501 FA 502 FA 521 FA 522 FA 523 FA 710 FA 711 FA 715 FA 716 FA 717 FA 718 FA 719 FA 720 FA 721

HÄRLIG white $195 $265 $280 $355 $485 $670 $550 $730 $460 $525 $560 $740 $630 $810 $1450 $175 $245 $290 $545 $715 $895 $345 $315 $525 $370 $530 $290 $450 $350 $510

APPLÅD black $240 $340 $345 $455 $580 $800 $655 $870 $515 $590 $655 $865 $735 $950 $1680 $220 $320 $380 $590 $790 $985 $395 $395 $650 $460 $640 $360 $540 $430 $610

APPLÅD white $240 $340 $345 $455 $580 $800 $655 $870 $515 $590 $655 $865 $735 $950 $1680 $220 $320 $380 $590 $790 $985 $395 $395 $650 $460 $640 $360 $540 $430 $610

RUBRIK APPLÅD orange, yellow $240 $340 — — — — — — — — $665 $865 — — $1680 $220 $320 $380 $590 $790 $985 — — — — — — — — —

NEXUS birch, brown $280 $380 $390 $500 $625 $845 $700 $915 $560 $635 $695 $905 $780 $995 $1760 $260 $360 $460 $630 $830 $1065 $435 $430 $690 $495 $675 $395 $575 $465 $645

NEXUS brown-black, yellow-brown $280 $380 $390 $500 $625 $845 $700 $915 $560 $635 $695 $905 $780 $995 $1760 $260 $360 $460 $630 $830 $1065 $435 $430 $690 $495 $675 $395 $575 $465 $645

STÅT white $280 $380 $390 $500 $625 $845 $700 $915 $560 $635 $695 $905 $780 $995 $1760 $260 $360 $460 $630 $830 $1065 $435 $430 $690 $495 $675 $395 $575 $465 $645

ABSTRAKT grey $315 $415 $435 $545 $670 $890 $745 $960 $605 $680 $730 $940 $825 $1040 $1830 $295 $395 $530 $665 $865 $1135 $455 $465 $730 $530 $710 $430 $610 $500 $680

ABSTRAKT red $315 $415 $435 $545 $670 $890 $745 $960 $605 $680 $730 $940 $825 $1040 $1830 $295 $395 $530 $665 $865 $1135 $455 $465 $730 $530 $710 $430 $610 $500 $680

ABSTRAKT white $315 $415 $435 $545 $670 $890 $745 $960 $605 $680 $730 $940 $825 $1040 $1830 $295 $395 $530 $665 $865 $1135 $455 $465 $730 $530 $710 $430 $610 $500 $680

ÄDEL white $315 $415 $435 $545 $670 $890 $745 $960 $605 $680 $730 $940 $825 $1040 $1830 $295 $395 $530 $665 $865 $1135 $455 $465 $730 $530 $710 $430 $610 $500 $680

LIDINGÖ white $315 $415 $435 $545 $670 $890 $745 $960 $605 $680 $730 $940 $825 $1040 $1830 $295 $395 $530 $665 $865 $1135 $455 $465 $730 $530 $710 $430 $610 $500 $680

RUBRIK stainless steel — — — $545 $670 $890 — $960 $605 — — — — $1040 — — — — — — — — — $730 $530 $710 $430 $610 $500 $680

AVSIKT frosted glass/aluminium $340 $440 — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

ÄDEL birch $355 $455 $480 $590 $715 $935 $790 $1005 $650 $725 $770 $980 $870 $1085 $1910 $335 $435 $610 $705 $905 $1215 $475 $500 $770 $565 $745 $465 $645 $535 $715

RUBRIK coloured glass/aluminium $355 $455 — — — — — — — — $770 $980 — — — $335 $435 $610 $705 $905 $1215 — — — — — — — — —

RUBRIK copper effect $355 $455 — — — — — — — — $770 $980 — — $1910 $335 $435 $610 $705 $905 $1215 — — — — — — — — —

TIDAHOLM oak $355 $455 $480 $590 $715 $935 $790 $1005 $650 $725 $770 $980 $870 $1085 $1910 $335 $435 $610 $705 $905 $1215 $480 $505 $780 $570 $750 $470 $650 $540 $720

SOLÄR beech — — $525 $635 $760 $980 $835 $1050 $695 $770 — — $915 $1130 — — — — — — — $495 $535 $810 $600 $780 $500 $680 $570 $750

SOLÄR white — — $525 $635 $760 $980 $835 $1050 $695 $770 — — $915 $1130 — — — — — — — $495 $535 $810 $600 $780 $500 $680 $570 $750

ULRIKSDAL oak $390 $490 $525 $635 $760 $980 $835 $1050 $695 $770 $805 $1015 $915 $1130 — $370 $470 $680 $740 $940 $1285 $495 $535 $810 $600 $780 $500 $680 $570 $750

FRAME ONLY $120 $150 $180 $210 $120 $150 $180 $210 $120 $180 $120 $150 $180 $210 $300 $110 $140 $150 $110 $140 $150 $140 $210 $210 $250 $250 $210 $210 $250 $250

QUANTITY/TOTAL

Choose plinths and legs 
FAKTUM base and high cabinets can be used with a 
choice of plinths/legs or visible legs giving you an 
option of integrated or freestanding design. Choose 
11cm high legs for a working height of 85cm, 16cm 
high legs for 90cm and 21cm high legs for 95cm.

FAKTUM adjustable legs, 4pk. 
H14.5–18.5cm. Pre-adjusted to 16cm. For use 
together with pllinth, mounting fittings included. 
Each leg will support a maximum load of 125kg.

$15/4pk

PERFEKT plinth, L220xH16cm. Can be cut to 
desired length. Wall strip and one extra edging 
strip are included for installation. 

White foil $30

Black foil, Stainless steel foil $40
Birch veneer, Beech veneer, 
Black-brown veneer, Oak veneer, 
Yellow-brown veneer, Solär white

$50

CAPITA adjustable legs, 4pk. Stainless steel.

H11–12cm $20

H16–17cm $25

H21–22cm $30

UTBY adjustable leg, 2pk. Stainless steel. 
The legs must be fixed to the floor when used 
in a kitchen island. Anchor fitting for fixing to 
floor included. Screws are sold separately; 
choose screws which are suitable to the floor. 

H16cm $20/2pk

UTBY
UTBY shelving unit of stainless steel have adjustable 
legs so that it stands steady on uneven surfaces too. 
Anchor fitting for fixing to the floor included. Choose 
between tabletops in the same series or a pre-cut or 
made-to-measure benchtop.

Do you need a larger work surface with a 
practical storage place? Then, you can extend 
your kitchen with UTBY shelving unit and a 
matching benchtop. The open shelf gives an 
airy impression - and allows you to reach 
things from two sides.

If you place UTBY shelving unit between two 
FAKTUM base cabinets your kitchen will be 
airier and your pots easier to reach. With the 
help of the adjustable legs, you can set the 
shelving unit at the same height as the base 
cabinets so you have an even surface to work 
on.

Place UTBY shelving unit in the middle of the 
kitchen and you will have a kitchen island 
with an extra work surface and a practical 
storage place that's easy to reach from every 
direction. Complete with a table top from the 
same series or a matching pre-cut or 
made-to-measure benchtop.

Shelving unit L120xD60, H90cm $340

With UTBY brown-black tabletop $399
With NUMERÄR laminate benchtop $520

With NUMERÄR solid wood benchtop $640

With VIKA HYTTAN table top, 
stainless steel

$480

High and Built in cabinets. The cabinet height includes the plinth, height 16cm.  
Depth 60cm incl. door, unless otherwise stated.
Prices include frame, fronts, hinges, shelves, drawers, drawer dampers, wire baskets, pull-out fittings where shown. Legs, plinths, knobs/handles, 
benchtops, cover panels and appliances sold separately. Drawer dampers sold separately on HÄRLIG combinations. RUBRIK glass doors include 
handles. High cabinets with glass doors have tempered glass shelves. Cabinets for built-in appliances come with shelves reinforced to hold up to 70kg. 

PERFEKT All The Accessories and Prices
Cover panels can be fixed to the end of frames to match your kitchen doors and drawers. 
Deco strips can be used both under wall cabinets and as moulding strips fitted at the top of 
wall cabinets.

* *Can be used as an end shelf of a wall cabinet or base 
cabinet, or be mounted between cabinets.

Wine shelf** with space 
for Shelf** Shelf** End shelf for

Cover panels for 
base cabinets

Cover panels for 
wall cabinets

Cover panels for high 
cabinets

Deco strip/
moulding  
Rounded

Contoured 10 bottles 12 bottles wall cabinet base 
cabinet

Width x (Depth) x Height in cm 60x70 90x240 37x76 37x99 60x195 60x217 L220xH6 L220xH6 20x37x70 20x37x92 20x37x70 20x37x92 30x37x70 30x37x92 30x60x70

APPLÅD - black lacquer $50 $200 $40 $45 $90 $110 $30 — — — $100 $120 — — —

APPLÅD - white lacquer $50 $200 $40 $45 $90 $110 $30 — — — $100 $120 — — —

NEXUS – birch veneer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — $120 $140 — — —

NEXUS – brown oak veneer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — $120 $140 — — —

NEXUS - brown-black oak veneer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — $120 $140 — — —

NEXUS - yellow-brown oak veneer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — $120 $140 — — —

STÅT - white lacquer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 $40 $100 $120 — — $100 $130 $150

ABSTRAKT - high-gloss foil grey $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — — — — — —

ABSTRAKT - high-gloss foil red $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — — — — — —

ABSTRAKT - high-gloss foil white $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — — — — — —

ÄDEL - white lacquer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 $40 $100 $120 — — $100 $130 $150

LIDINGÖ - white lacquer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 $40 $100 $120 — — $100 $130 $150

RUBRIK - stainless steel colour $60 —
$50

(37x70)
$55

(37x92)
$130 $150 — — — — $120 $140 — — —

ÄDEL - birch veneer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — $120 $140 — — —

TIDAHOLM - oak veneer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — $120 $140 — — —

SOLÄR - beech veneer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — — — — — —

SOLÄR - white foil $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — — — — — —

ULRIKSDAL - oak veneer $60 $250 $50 $55 $130 $150 $40 — — — $120 $140 — — —

QUANTITY/TOTAL

*  To be completed with a benchtop to match your kitchen.
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You’re passionate 
about cooking; 
we’re passionate 
about cookware

$169/7pcs
FAVORIT 7-piece cookware set  

Comprises: Pot with lid 5L, saucepan with lid 2L,
saucepan with lid 1L and frying pan Ø28cm. 

All pots and pans in the FAVORIT 
cookware series have either a 25-year 
or 10-year guarantee. Find out more 
about our guarantees on p.66 or on 

www.IKEA.com.au

To get the best results you need the best tools. Our FAVORIT range offers you 
just that - cookware designed with the optimum mix of materials for their 
function. With FAVORIT you’re equipped to tackle any culinary challenge. 
They work on all types of hob including induction. To see the entire range of 
IKEA cookware visit your IKEA store or www.IKEA.com.au/cooking

Love your home

VERSION:2



CF: 92000-gkco03a CF: 92000-gkco03a TF: 92000-aue001

$79
BEKVÄM kitchen trolley Solid birch. 

L60xW50, H85cm. 

For NEW EXTENDED OPENING HOURS and directions to your nearest IKEA store 

visit our website at www.IKEA.com.au
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